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FIGURE 1 - MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME OF CENSUS TRACTS 1/2 MILE FROM THE RED/PURPLE LINES (SOURCES: 
NATIONAL GEORGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, 2010 CENSUS) 
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PROBLEM/QUESTION 

How do neighborhoods change? Is it a slow, gradual process or does it occur in fits and starts? 

Is this change always good? 

One of the most predominant issues in modern urban planning thought and practice is 

gentrification. Roughly defined, it is the process of a neighborhood changing in such a way that 

the existing residents are displaced through economic and social pressures. Typically, it is 

thought of as younger, white upwardly mobile professionals and creatives moving en masse to 

an area that is traditionally economically depressed and largely comprised of ethnic minorities. 

These newcomers demand and invest in more upscale local retail and housing, driving 

increased development. In the process, rents skyrocket and the existing residents – pressured 

by the increasing rental prices – leave to find more affordable neighborhoods. Some of the 

most famous contemporary examples of this phenomenon include the Silver Lake 

neighborhood in Los Angeles and Williamsburg in Brooklyn. 

Drivers of gentrification are thought to include low rents, higher concentrations of minority 

residents (who typically have less political capital to fight development pressures), and a 

specific urban fabric (which includes walkability, unique architecture, and density). Another 

factor often thought to play a role in gentrification is the availability of mass transit, especially 

light or heavy rail, as the population of its users is typically wealthier and whiter on average. 

The Los Angeles Metro Red/Purple Line presents an excellent case to examine to what degree 

the presence of mass transit can affect some of the socioeconomic factors linked to 

gentrification. Opened in phases from 1993-2000, this line cuts through a swath of Los 

Angeles that exhibits many of the characteristics of neighborhoods subject to gentrification. 

Largely non-white, dense, and lower income, it is possible to examine the population shifts 

such a neighborhood goes through over time. Using GIS analysis it is possible to isolate the 

areas closest to such a fixed piece of infrastructure and using socioeconomic data determine 

how/if it changes over time. 

DATA USED 

Gentrification is a process of broad social change, so it’s important to have some broad 

measures of what the population looks like and where it is. The data most useful to measuring 
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demographic change will be just that: demographic data. Obviously, there is a wealth of 

demographic data to mine and the more data used, the more comprehensive a picture can 

become. However, this has to be weighed against overlapping variables and the time expense 

inherent in gathering an extremely large dataset. To this end, there are 4 variables that should 

give a good approximation of broad demographic or socioeconomic change: total population 

(to show whether population density is increasing), median household income (to show overall 

changes in wealth and purchasing power), median rent (to show increased demand pressures 

on the rental market), and the percentage of white population (which also acts as the inverse 

of non-white population to give an estimate of an area’s racial diversity).  

DATA SOURCES 

The process of building a map often begins with a basemap. Among the various options that 

ArcMap presents, I chose to use the National Geographic basemap, as it is well designed and 

clear. Other basemaps, such as the Open Streets map, are too busy or simply not aesthetically 

pleasing. 

Building on the basemap, it 

was necessary to find 

smaller geographical units to 

present any further 

demographic data. Los 

Angeles County has much of 

its GIS data freely available 

on the web here: 

http://egis3.lacounty.gov/dat

aportal/. From here, I was 

able to download Census 

shapefiles for both block 

groups and census tracts. 

While the smaller block 

groups would give a more 

detailed picture of the area, they proved ultimately too difficult to use from a data gathering 

perspective (see the final section for more details) so I ended up using census tracts. 

FIGURE 2 - RED LINE ROUTE AND STATIONS WITH 2010 CENSUS 
TRACTS (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY) 

http://egis3.lacounty.gov/dataportal/
http://egis3.lacounty.gov/dataportal/
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On top of the basemap and census tract shapefiles, it was also necessary to gather data for 

the red line itself. Metro makes most of its line and station GIS data available online as well 

here: http://developer.metro.net/introduction/gis-data/download-gis-data/. I used both the line 

data and the station data for the Red Line extracted from the entire system zip files.   

The primary source of data used to analyze the Red Line’s demographic effect on its 

surrounding neighborhoods will be Census data. The Census contains an almost 

overwhelming amount of variables for review. Collected every 10 years, the goal of the Census 

is to paint as accurate a picture as possible of the American people at that point in time. It 

measures age, ethnicity, income, and household status among many others. Another potential 

source of data is the American Community Survey, which measures the population inbetween 

Census periods and which uses sampling rather than a full population count. 

Census data and the American Fact Finder which is used to access it are both notoriously 

difficult to access and use. Fortunately, ESRI’s Community Analyst plugin makes this data 

much easier to access and apply to distinct geographies. It was through Community Analyst 

that I accessed and downloaded Census and American Community Survey data. 

Temporally, I used data from three different census periods: 1990, 2000, and 2010. 1990 was 

not only the oldest Census data readily available through Community Analyst, but it was also 

the census conducted most 

recently prior to the beginning of 

Red Line construction. 2000 was 

the opening of the whole line, and 

2010 is the most recently available 

data.  

  

FIGURE 3 - HALF MILE BUFFER AROUND THE RED LINE (SOURCES: 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS ANGELES COUNTY) 

http://developer.metro.net/introduction/gis-data/download-gis-data/
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DATA ANALYSIS 

With the basemap, census tract, and 

line data all compiled, it was then 

necessary to join demographic data to 

the census tract shapes. First I decided 

to find and look at only those census 

tracts which were near the Red Line. To 

do this, I first created a half mile buffer 

around the Red Line shape. I chose a 

half mile because it’s the distance 

typically used to determine walking 

radiuses. It provides a good 

approximation for those living closes to 

the line itself. With this buffer in place, I 

was able to then select all census tracts that intersected this buffer and create these as a new 

layer. With these census tracts, I was then able to join several Community Analyst reports to 

these tracts: the ACS Housing Survey, the 1990-2000 Demographic Comparison, and the 

2010 Demographic and Income Profile. Using this data I was able to analyze the temporal 

changes in population, income, rent, and ethnicity. 

  

FIGURE 4 - CENSUS TRACTS WITH A PORTION WITHIN A HALF 
MILE OF THE RED LINE (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
BASEMAP, METRO, LOS ANGELES COUNTY) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Population (Figures 5, 6, and 7)  

 

FIGURE 5 - 1990 POPULATION (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, 
1990 CENSUS) 

 

FIGURE 6 - 2000 POPULATION (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, 
2000 CENSUS) 
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FIGURE 7 - 2010 POPULATION (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, 
2010 CENSUS) 

 1990 
Population 

2000 
Population 

2010 
Population 

%D 1990-2010 

AVERAGE 3,318 3,495 3,467 4.5% 

SUM 464,541 489,300 485,316 4.5% 

TABLE 1 - POPULATION CHANGE, 1990 - 2010 

From the maps, population density along the Red Line looks to have changed little, if at all. 

While the purpose of Transit-Oriented Development is to focus development activities along 

major mass transit lines, this does not look to have occurred along the Red Line. Even 

controlling for ranges across decades, most tracts look to have stayed in the same population 

range rather than densifying. From the table we can see that this picture given by the maps 

plays out in the data itself (full table in appendix). Population averages per tract and in sum 

changed a modest 4.5%. 
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Income (Figures 8, 9, and 10) 

 

FIGURE 8 - 1990 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 1990 CENSUS) 

 

FIGURE 9 - 2000 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 2000 CENSUS) 
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FIGURE 10 – 2010 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 2010 CENSUS) 

 1990 Median HH Income   2000 Median HH Income   2010 Median HH Income  %D 1990-

2010 

AVERAGE  $                                 22,475   $                                 26,440   $                                 32,974  46.7% 

TABLE 2 - MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME, 1990-2010 

Median household incomes have shown a steady rise from 1990 to 2010. However, the 

increases in income look to have been relatively modest. While the North Hollywood and 

Hollywood Hills areas have maintained their tremendous wealth, other tracts along the line 

have gained modest amounts of household income. However, this could be due as well to an 

overall increase in wealth and purchasing power in the city as a whole. On average, median 

household income has shown a sharp rise in the twenty years between 1990 and 2010. 

However, this does still represent a fairly low median income, which is easily seen once plotted 

on the map. 
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Rent (Figures 11, 12, and 13) 

 

FIGURE 11 – 1990 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD RENT (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 1990 CENSUS) 

 

FIGURE 12 – 2000 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD RENT (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 2000 CENSUS) 
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FIGURE 13 – 2010 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD RENT (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 2010 AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY) 

 1990 Median Rent   2000 Median Rent   2010 Median Rent  %D 1990-2010 

AVERAGE  $                          494   $                          548   $                          857  73.6% 

TABLE 3 - MEDIAN RENT, 1990-2010 

Median household rents stayed mostly the same between 1990 and 2000, but look to have 

jumped tremendously between 2000 and 2010. This is especially seen in the corridors along 

Sunset, Western, and into downtown Los Angeles where rents were previously extremely low 

but have since skyrocketed. However, one note of caution is that the 2010 numbers are from 

the American Community Survey rather than the Census and additionally contain several null 

values for median rent. The shift between sources may cause a discrepancy (though unlikely) 

and the missing data makes it difficult to determine the full pattern. This problem becomes 

amplified once we look at average median rents for all census tracts. The tracts which show 

null values in the data source are ones that were on the low end of the spectrum in prior years. 

This makes it very likely that average rents are calculated above what they actually are due to 

the missing data not being factored in. 
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Ethnicity (Figures 14, 15, and 16) 

 

FIGURE 14 – 1990 % WHITE POPULATION OF TOTAL (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 1990 CENSUS) 

 

FIGURE 15 – 2000 % WHITE POPULATION OF TOTAL (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 2000 CENSUS) 
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FIGURE 16 – 2010 % WHITE POPULATION OF TOTAL (SOURCES: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BASEMAP, METRO, LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY, 2010 CENSUS) 

 1990 Pct 
White 

2000 Pct 
White 

2010 Pct 
White 

%D 1990-2010 

AVERAGE 48.1% 42.4% 44.0% -8.6% 

TABLE 4 - PERCENTAGE IDENTIFYING AS WHITE ALONE, 1990-2010 

The trend seen in the white population is similar to the trend in the overall population i.e. not 

much of one. While some tracts have seen an increase (which is also a decrease in the 

corresponding non-white percentage), others have seen a decrease. Overall, there is no much 

of a trend to be discerned. Again, this reflected on average. Similar to the total population, the 

white population changed less than 10%. 

Overall 

Overall, little looks to have changed along the Red Line in 10 years. The population has not 

become substantially more dense in spite of being in close proximity to one of Los Angeles’ 

most popular rail lines. The ethnicity of the population does not look to have changed at all. 

Incomes have risen by a modest, but it is likely that incomes have risen across the board in 

two decades. The greatest change was in median rent between 2000 and 2010. If it’s true that 

population hasn’t changed much (which also means little new residential development) and 

incomes have stayed relatively flat, that the increased rents means people are being required 

to pay much more of their monthly incomes in rent. While not solely a sign of gentrification per 

se, this does mean that people along the Red Line are finding themselves harder squeezed, 
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especially given their comparatively low incomes. While this swath of land does not look to 

have seen much gentrification, it is likely still very susceptible to it.  

IMPACTS AND LIMITATIONS 

While Community Analyst was the most useful tool for me in conducting this analysis, it also 

has some serious flaws in usability that made this project much more time consuming than it 

might have been otherwise. Ideally, I would have liked to use block groups rather than census 

tracts to show greater detail and show a much wider range than a half mile to give a more 

comprehensive regional picture. However, Community Analyst can only process 100 records 

at a time. Even using the much larger census tracts yielded 140 tracts. This meant that to join 

the community analyst data to the census tracts, I had to split my tracts into groups of 1 to 100 

and 101 to 140. Once I had the data joined to the tracts, I then attempted to merge the two 

tract layers back together. However, some problem with the data added continually caused 

errors when trying to merge. This made it much harder and more time consuming to compile 

each of my maps. 

Ideally, I would have liked to have some area to compare the tracts I’d chosen to. The trouble 

is in coming up such a counterfactual. No area would perfectly match and the method of 

comparison required is currently beyond me.  

Additionally, I couldn’t figure out a way to represent the tracts with “null” data differently. I could 

have represented them as “0”, but I feel that would have been an inaccurate depiction. 

 


